In 1327, 12 May was indeed a Tuesday.
Since the earthquake is referred to in the context of the capture of Lopadium in
Bithynia by the Turks, it seems likely to have occurred in that region. Schreiner (1977,
pp.232-3) is drawing roughly the same conclusion when he places the earthquake in
western
Anatolia
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fo1.389v.; Bonav. Benv., Cron., p.25; Ann. Arretin. min., p.44; Villani G., Nu.oua cron. , II,
p.663; Giov. Bazz., Chron., p.98; Ann. e cron. Perugia, p.221
BNCFlorence, Magliabechiano, VIII, 1488, Ricordi, fol.95r. ; BAVat., Barb. Lat., 324 [Paolo
Rocchi], Terraemotus ... 1599; BAVat., Vat. Lat., 7934 [Paolo Rocchi], Narratio Terraemotus ...
1599; Mar. Moro, Mem., p.80; Cron. sen. magg., p.482; Nicolo Fe rr., Polyhist., col.749; Cron.
Varign., 11, p.410; Cron. citta di Peru.gia, p.101; Ghirardacci (1596-1657), II, p.87
Pellini (ed. 1664); Muratori (1762-64); Baglivi (1754); Moroni (1840-79); Pa trizi-Forti (1869);
Conti (1872); Sansi (1879-84); Franceschini (1913); Grohmann (1981); Cordella (1995)
Busi (1995); Castelli et al. (1997); Boschi et al. (1998)
Bonito (1691); von Hoff (1840); Perrey (1848); Mallet (1853); Mercalli (1883); Taramelli
(1896); Baratta (1899, 1901); Milne (1911); *Conversini et al. (1990); *Boschi et al. (1995,
1997, 2000)
Giorgetti and Iaccarino (1971); Carrozzo et al. (1973); Postpischl (1985); CPTI (1999)

sources 2

hisLOriography

literature
catalogues d.

catalogues p.

The earthquake of 4 December 1328 occurred towards dawn, that is to say at about 6:15
UT, and it struck the territory of the Duchy of Spoleto and the Marca of Ancona, which
now form part of the Marche and Umbria regions. The most serious damage affected
the hilly area to the west of the Sibillini Mountains, in the valley of the river Nera.
Particularly serious damage occurred at Norcia, where houses, towers, part of the town
walls, palazzi and churches collapsed.
There were very serious collapses at
Montesanto and Preci, and all t he inhabitants of the latter place were killed. At Caste!
San Giovanni, the earthquake destroyed (dirupavit ) most of the houses and other
buildings; parts of Cerreto di Spoleto and Monte San Martino collapsed (all the above
places are in the present-day province ofPerugia), as did part ofVisso (in the province
of Macerata). Spoleto was also affected, many houses collapsing there (corruerunt).
The earthquake was strongly felt at Ripatransone (in the province of Ascoli Piceno),
where house walls and the floors shook violently. The earthquake was felt at Foligno
and in Rome.
The earthquake is recorded in various reliable sources, two of which were written by
eye-witnesses. These are the chronicle of Bonaventura di Benvenuto, a notary who
lived at Foligno in the late 13th and the first half of the 14th century, and a long meml:l 7
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oir in Hebrew to be found in a book of prayers by Moses ben Daniel, a member of the
Jewish community in the ancient town of Ripatransone (called La Ripa in the text), situated in the Marca of Ancona. The manuscript is in the Jewish National and
University Library in Jerusalem. It tells of t he effects of the earthquake at
Ripatransone, and records the first reports to reach there of the serious destruction at
Norcia. These reports were confirmed at a later stage by refugees from Norcia who
sought safety at Ripatransone; and the author of the manuscript later went to Norcia
himself, obtaining personal confirmation of what he had been told.
These two sources enable us to date the earthquake accurately, for Bonaventura di
Benvenuto tells us that the shocks began on 4 December 1328, towards dawn (circa
auroram), and this agrees with Moses ben Daniel's comment that he first noticed shaking in the early morning, shortly before sunrise. This makes it possible for us to correct the date of the earthquake, which is given as 1 December 1328 in Postpischl (1985)
on the basis of Baratta (1901), who follows Baglivi (1754).
Bonaventura di Benvenuto writes:
"1328 [ .. .] and in the following month of December, there were many earthquakes,
which caused great harm to the people of Norcia, and they began on the fourth day of
that month towards dawn, and lasted for months".

MCCCXXVIII. [. ..]et de mense decembris sequentis fuerunt multi terremotus, ex quibus
Nursini magnum receperunt dampnum, et inceperunt die quarta dicti mensis de mane
circa auroram et duraverunt per menses.
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Moses ben Daniel's text records:
"A great earthquake the like of which has not happened since the days of Uzziah king
ofJudah
On the first day of the month of Tevet, the year 5089 of the Creation [4 December
1328], and we were in the city of La Ripa in the province of the Marea and there was
a great earthquake soon after dawn. 'And the foundations of the walls shook' [Isaiah
6, 4] from the heaviness of the earthquake, and the floor of the house shook like a hut,
the barrels moved in the cellar and hit one another and the wine inside them resounded like a bell. And I was lying on my bed because the east had not yet lightened. The
strength of the earthquake that day affected an area greater than three miles. That
day the earthquake was felt strongly in Norcia in the province of the Duchy near
Spoleto and we were told that a griveous thing came to pass that houses have fallen
and courtyards were destroyed and there was a great killing when the towers collapsed and there was a great disturbance among the people everywhere. There were
many dead bodies and there was no end to the corpses 'Through the wrath of the Lord
of Hosts the land is burned' [Isaiah 9, 19] and from that earthquake seven souls died
from among the Jews, five of them the sons of the same mother, 'She who bore seven
has languished; she has swooned away' [Jeremiah 15, 9] and one son escaped for being
in Rome and a daughter they took out of the ruins. And in those days people came
from Norcia that was turned upside down in an instant, and they told us what their
eyes had seen, that the houses fell down and the courtyards were destroyed and even
the city wall was partly destroyed. In short, no house remained standing in the city
due to the strength of the earthquake. And there is no house that does not have a
dead person. And at that time the number of victims became known and there were
more than two thousand souls among the men, the children and the women, and only
few young boys and girls remained, for some of the men and the women ran away
[from their houses] completely naked. On that day and at that hour there as a great
earthquake in all the cities of the Marca and Duchy and in Rome and possibly in all
the world. And on that day houses fell in other known cities. Later I came to Norcia
and it was just as I have heard. Mter that the survivors got up and rebuilt the city
and constructed houses and settled in them and put up the city's ruins, restoring
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them to better condition than they had been in days of old. And those were the days
of 'misericordia' among the gentiles who are going about crying and weeping, bare
shouldered and scourging themselves, and t heir children walking beside them, crying
loudly, and t he rain and snow fell upon them from the sky as it is the autumn season.
And the snow was about two ammas [80 centimetres] high on the ground and the
weather is growing stormy. After that many days of quakes, 'praise is due to Him for
silence, glory' [Psalms, 65, 2]. And that was the year 89 of the sixth millennium
under the sign 'In the days when the judges ruled there was a famine in the land'
[Ruth 1, 1] as there was famine everywhere, in the Marche and Lo Ducato and the
kingdom of Puglia.
[intercalated with the writ ing on the margins] In Rome and in the [lands of] Patrimony
[ofSt.Peter] and in the kingdom ofPuglia there is a great and terrible famine the such
has not been seen since the days of our forefathers. And in the year '90 of the sixth
millenium [1329] the famine spread and it caused the "dogale" of the vicar at Rome (the
pope) to reach nine [... ] and it was found with great difficulty [. .. ] in some cities of the
Marcha about nine [... ] and in the Duchy and the kingdom[ ... ] [end of intercalation]
and the kingdom of Puglia t he cost was high and in the city of Viterbo it cost much
because an army of the Romans came t here and some of its people left it because of the
heavy famine and in those days it was written that a thousand and four h undred people of Viterbo died in Santo Spirito of Rome alone. And in all cities we know about
there was a great famine. And there never was the like of that quake and that famine
'The Lord became jealous for his people and had pity on its poverty' [phrased on Joel 2,
18]. Praise the terrible king who has the force and the might and He shall be a refuge
to his people and a hiding place as it is said 'the Lord is a refuge to his people, a stronghold to the people of Israel' (J oel 3, 16]. Amen".
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These two sources were not absorbed into the later historiographical tradition because
they did not circulate: the Foligno chronicle because it was linked to a small town, and
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fig. 75 Detail of the Book of prayers of Moses ben Daniel (14th c.), containing a record of effects
of the earthquake of 1328 at Norcia and Ripatransone (Jewish National and University Library
of Jerusalem, Heb. 8.o 4281).

the Moses ben Daniel evidence because it was in a private document. But there are
reports of the earthquake in other sources of the time, namely the anonymous Annales
Arretinorum Minores, the chronicle ofGiovanni Villani and the Chronicon Mutinense by
Giovanni da Bazzano (a notary who died about 1363/64). Villani, who died ofthe plague
in 1348, provides us with our richest source of information about this earthquake, and
it is to him that we owe the identification of six of the places affected. Villani writes:
"How a large part of the town of Norcia in the Duchy [of Spoleto] was reduced to ruins
by earthquakes, together with many castles in the sourroundings.
In the said year 1328, at the beginning of December, there were various earthquakes in
the Marca [of Ancona] in the area around Norcia, with the result that something
approaching the greater part of the said town of Norcia was reduced to ruins, and the
town walls collapsed, together with towers, houses,palazzi and churches, and more than
5,000 people died in the disaster, because it was sudden and occurred during the night.
And similarly a castle near Norcia, called Le Precchie [Preci], was reduced to ruins, and
no person or animal remained alive there; and the same thing happened at the castle of
Montesanto, and part of Monte Sammartino, Cerreto and the castle ofVisso".

Come sobisso per tremuoti gran parte de la citta di Norcia del Ducato con piu castella
ivi intorno. Nel detto anno MCCCXXVIII, a l'entrante di dicembre, furono diversi
tremuoti ne la Marca ne le contrade di Norcia, per modo che quasi la maggior parte del
la detta citta di Norcia sobisso, e caddono le mura del la citta e le torri, case, e palazzi,
e chiese, e de la detta rovina, perch€fu subita [improvvisa] e di notte, morirono piu di V
M persone. E per simile modo rovino uno castello presso a Norcia, che si chiama le
Precchie, che non vi rimase persona ne animale vivo; e per simile modo il castello di
Montesanto, e parte di Monte Sammartino, e di Cerreto, e del castello di Visso.
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Villani's dating of t he earthquake to the beginning of December (a l'entrante di dice m·
bre, di notte) is slightly less precise than that of Bonaventura di Benvenuto, mentioned
above. The Annales Arretinorum Minores and the Chronicon Mutinense by Giovanni
da Bazzano, who simply dates the earthquake to 1329, provide extra detail by mentioning Spoleto and Castel San Giovanni, which are not recorded by Villani.
The Annates Arretinorum minores records:
"1328. [... ] Great earthquakes in the month of December, principally at Spoleto, where
many houses collapsed and men and animals died".
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1328. [. .. ] Terremotus magni de mense decembris et maxime Spoleti, quibus multe
domus corruerunt et homines et bestie periere.
Giovanni da Bazzano writes:
"At that time [1329] there were great earthquakes, with the result that all the houses
and other buildings at Norcia in the Duchy were destroyed, and more than 4,000 people died, and it also destroyed many of the houses and other buildings in nearby Castel
San Giovanni".

Dicto tempore fuerunt terraemotus magni, ita quod terra Norsiae de Ducatu in totum
domibus et edificiis fuit dirupata et mortui [sunt] ibidem ultra quatuor milia
personarum et eciam Castrum Sancti Iohannis in partibus illis pro magna parte
domibus et edificiis dirupavit.
Information similar to that provided by Villani (it may in fact derive from him) is to be
found in the Polyhistoria of Nicolo da Ferrara, which was wrongly attributed to
Bartolomeo da Ferrara. The links between later sources underline the influence of
Giovanni Villani on important urban chronicles of the 14th century, such as the
Cronaca senese detta la cronaca maggiore (wrongly attributed to Agnolo di Tura del
Grasso), and the 15th century, such the Bolognese Cronaca Varignana . This influence
persists into the historiography of later centuries.
The earthquake is reported in general terms in 14th-16th century vernacular chronicles from Perugia, namely the Annali e cronaca di Perugia in volgare dal1191 al1336,
the Memorie di Perugia by Mariano del Moro and the Cronaca della citta di Perugia
known as Graziani's diary. They all provide similar information, mentioning only the
town of Norcia by name, and they differ from Villani as to the number of victims, since
the figure they give for deaths at Norcia is two thousand (or two hundred, perhaps as
a result of manuscript copying errors), whereas Villani gives five thousand - perhaps
for the whole area. They thus appear to belong to a separate local tradition. The
Annali e cronaca di Perugia are written in a somewhat corrupt and dialectal Italian
vernacular:
"In this year [1328], in the months of November and December, there were many earthquakes in the lands. Norcia was reduced to ruins as were many other castles and
many mountains. And it was said that more than two thousand people died there.
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And [the inhabitants) of many towns and castles went out into the fields for fear of
these earthquakes".

In quisto millesemo [MCCCXXViij], del mese de nouembre e di deciembre, fuoro molte
taramuotogle per le contrade. Ennabisose Norscie e molte altre castelgle e molte
montangne; e si se disse che cie moriero piu de doi milia persone. E molte citade e
castella usciero a canpo per paura del ditte taramuotogle.
The 14th century sources differ as to the number of deaths in Norcia and its territory.
Moses ben Daniel writes of more than 2,000 dead, and refers specifically to the death of
7 Jews. Giovanni Villani records more than 5,000 victims, Giovanni da Bazzano gives
more than 4,000, and the Annali e cronaca di Perugia maintain that there were more
than 2,000, whereas the later Cronaca della citta di Perugia, known as Graziani's diary,
suggests only 200 (perhaps as a result of errors occurring when the manuscripts were
copied). In his Memorie di Perugia, Mariano del Moro simply writes that there were
many victims. The disagreement as to the number of victims at Norcia may perhaps be
partly the result of the sources attributing to the best known town involved the total
number of earthquake victims for the whole area. According to Villani, all the inhabitants of Preci died (but the actual number is not specified). According to the Annales
Arretinorum Minores, there were some deaths at Spoleto as well (but the number is not
given). The town of Cascia (in the province of Perugia) is not mentioned in the above
sources, but there is an interesting item of information about it in an unpublished
report, written in January 1600, concerning the earthquake of November 1599. A local
historian named Franceschini (1913) attributes it to Paolo Rocchi, and there are two
known copies in the Vatican Library (Barberiniani Latini, 324; Vaticani Latini, 7934).
This report states that the inhabitants ofNorcia celebrated the feast ofSt.Barbara on 4
December to commemorate a violent earthquake which had struck the town 270 years
earlier, that is to say about 1329. This is confirmation that the 1328 earthquake was a
very important event in the history of the town. The study by Castelli et al. (1997, p.22)
mentions a parchment preserved in the local history archives at Sellano (Pergamene,
no.20) which records that on 11 J anuary 1329 the town council ofMontesanto (which we
know from Villani to have been seriously damaged in the earthquake) met in a house or
hut there. This is an indication, perhaps, that the town hall, where the local council as
well as that of the neighbouring village of Sellano normally met, was not available. The
document also seems to suggest that Sellano either did not possess suitable premises,
or did not have any available because it too had been struck by the earthquake.
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C> t sunami, eruption of Etna volcano <J
Speciale, Hist., pp.494-6
Fra.gm. Sic. hist., col.1089; Cronica brevis, p.60; Ms. M.Finocchiaro, in Recupero (1815, p.28)
Arezzo (1537); Selvaggio (1542); Fazello (1558); Maurolico (1562); Omodei (1591);
Carrera (1636; 1639-41); Massa (1709); Amico (1740-46); Ferrau (1974)
Guidoboni and Comastri [1994]
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